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It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate three theorems and two

corollaries, whose formal statement will be preceded by a brief explanation.

The treatment is suggested by recent papers of Lebesgue, t in which corre-

sponding problems are discussed for the case of trigonometric series. A part

of the work of Lebesgue is reproduced at length in my thesis, t and where

the developments of the present paper are closely parallel to those in the

trigonometric case I shall occasionally refer the reader to one of those other

presentations.

I.

Let co ( 5 ) be a positive function of the positive variable 8, which has the

property that as 5 increases, w ( ô ) never decreases, and « ( 5 ) / S never in-

creases, whiledimJ=0co (5) = 0. Let f (x) be a function of x, defined and

continuous in the interval — 1 ^ x ^ 1.    Let r„ ( x ) denote the difference

n

£ amPm(x) — f(x),
m=0

where the functions Pm (x) are the polynomials of Legendre, and

2m 41    f',,      s   r>     /      x    7
am=—2— j   f(x)Pm(x)dx.

* Presented to the Society, February 24, 1912.

t Lebesgüe, Annales de la Faculté de Toulouse, series 3, vol. 1 (1909), pp.

25-117.   Referred to hereafter as Lebesgue I.

-Bulletin de la Soc. Math, de France, vol. 38 (1910), pp. 184-210. Re-
ferred to as Lebesgue II.

t Über die Genauigkeit der Annäherung stetiger Funktionen durch ganze rationale Funktionen

gegebenen Grades und trigonometrische Summen gegebener Ordnung. Dissertation, Göttingen,

1911.   Referred to as Thesis.
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It will be convenient to use a notation of Landau* expressing the asymptotic

relation of two functions ai (n), g2 (n), of a variable re, as « becomes in-

finite, g2 ( n ) being supposed positive for all values of n from some point on.

The expression gi (n) = 0 (g2 (n)) means that the ratio gi (n) / g2 (n)

remains finite as n becomes infinite, and the expression fifi (n) = o (g2(n))

means that limn=„ gi (n) ¡ g2 (n) = 0.

Then the following is true for any value of x interior to the interval ( — 1,1),

and uniformly throughout any closed interval interior to that interval :

Theorem I.    If f(x) satisfies the condition that

l/te) -f(xi)!• = «(«)
whenever xi and x2 are any two points of the closed interval ( — 1, 1 ) such that

| x2 — Xi | ^ ô,

then\

\r„(x) | = OÍ coi - JlognJ.

A special case of this is the

Corollary. If lims=0w (S) logo — 0, the development of f (x) according

to Legendre's polynomials is convergent. % ■

This statement also holds for any interior point of the interval ( — 1, 1 )

and uniformly in any closed interval interior to that interval. As to the end-

points + 1, — 1, no conclusion is drawn.

To prove Theorem I, I shall make use of a proposition established in my

thesis,§ which, when « (8) is restricted as above, amounts to a statement

that / ( x ) can be approximately represented throughout the interval by a

polynomial of degree n or lower, with a maximum error not exceeding a constant

multiple of w ( 1 / n ), for all values of n.    This being granted, a process of

* Landau, Handbuch der Lehre von der Verteilung der Primzahlen, Leipzig and Berlin, 1909,

pp. 31, 59, 61. Lebesgue uses occasionally a notation which looks similar to this, with quite

a different meaning.

t Cf. Lebesgue II, pp. 199-202 of the volume, 16-19 of the article. By saying that such

a relation as this "holds uniformly in an interval," I mean, of course, that the ratio of the

left-hand to the right-hand member, regarded as a function of two variables, remains finite

for all values of n from a certain point on and all values of x in the interval.

t A somewhat similar condition for convergence, which however dees not include the present

one and is not included in it, is given by Dini, Serie di Fourier e altre rappresentazioni analitiche

delle funzioni di una variabile reale, Pisa, 18S0. See pp. 281-282, § 116 ; in § 72, to which the
reader is referred back, see especially condition (6).

§ Thesis, Satz V, p. 40. The polynomials there called Pn (x) have nothing to do with

the polynomials of Legendre. A simplified proof of Satz IV of the thesis, which is used in

establishing Satz V, is given in another article by the author presently to appear in these

Transactions, On approximation by trigonometric sums and polynomials. Another in-

teresting special case of the present theorem is that of the Lipschitz condition, a ( ä ) = con-

stant X S.
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reasoning which is readily transferred from the trigonometric case to the

present one reduces our problem to that of showing that the absolute value

of the remainder rn (x), formed for any continuous function f (x) whose

absolute value does not exceed 1 in the interval — 1 ^ x Ú 1, can never be

greater than a constant multiple of log n, as long as x is restricted to an interval

(— 14"«, I- « ), « > 0. The essential argument leading to this simpli-

fication of the problem is that the nth partial sum of the development of a

polynomial of the nth degree according to the functions Pm (x) is identical

with the polynomial itself. More simply still, it is seen by writing down at

length the expression for this partial sum that it is sufficient to show that, if

where

In(x) = J \Kn(x, t)\dt,

"   2m 4- 1
Kn(x, t) = 2Z^^Pm(x)Pm(t),

m=0 ¿

then
In(x) = O(logn)

uniformly in any interval (— 14 e, 1 — «), « > 0.* The notation Kn is

adopted from a recent paper of Haar,!, to the first pages of which I shall

have occasion to refer.

From the recursion formula for P„ (x) follows readily the identity!

... Vl       .*       n+ 1 P„+l (.r) Pn (t) - Pn (X) Pn+l (t)
(1) Kn(x,t)=—C>--—- .

— X v

We shall use also the asymptotic formula

<-») p.w-AU^M<»+i>«-i)+e^r].

where x is set equal to cos 6, it ^ Ô ^ 0, and p„ ( 0 ) is a function which

remains below a certain constant in absolute value for all values of n, and all

values of x in the interval ( — 1 4" Ie > 1 — §«); it is assumed that e is held

fast. It follows at once that in this interval | P„ (x) \ never exceeds a con-

stant multiple of 1 / Vn, let us say

//

V n

*Cf. Lebesgue I, pp. 116-117; Lebesgue II, pp. 196-198, 201, of the volume, 13-15, 18,

of the article; Thesis, pp. 49-50.
tHAAR, Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol. 32 (1911),

pp. 132-142; pp. 132-135.
Î Christoffel, Crelle's Journal, vol. 55 (1858), pp. 61-82; p. 73.
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It is further pointed out by Haar that*

■»i

\Pn(x)\dx= 0(1/Vn).X,
As the proposition to be proved will not be affected by neglecting a finite

number of values of n, let us suppose n so large that 1 / n < e / 2. Then the

points x— l/fi,a:+ \ / n surely lie inside the interval ( — 1 4- f e, 1 — \t ),

if, as we shall suppose throughout, x is a point of the interval (- l + e,l-i).

The integral 7„ (x) may be broken up into five parts,

XI /»-l+e/2 /»z-l/n /w+l/n /M-e/2 /»l

\Kn(x, t)\dt= j        4 4 4 +
1 J—l J-l + tl2        Jx-lln Jx+l/n Jl-il2

= /;+c+c+r+f.
In I'n and 7(„F), t takes on only such values that | x — ( | ^ 5«, and so,

by (1),

\Kn(x,   t)\   úV^\Pn+l(x)Pn(t)-Pn(x)Pn+i(t)\

Hence

K^Tl^[\Pn+l(x)\£i    "\Pn(t)\dt+   \Pn(x)\f_i    "\Pn+l(t)\dt^.

Since   P„ (x) = 0 ( 1 / Vñ)   and   Pn+Ï (x) = 0 ( 1 / Vn),   uniformly   for

— 14«—x^l — «, and

j     ''\Pn(t)\dt < fjPn (t)\dt = 0 (1 /Vñ),

and similarly for the integral of \Pn+i (t) |, it follows that there exists a con-

stant which I'n never exceeds.    The same is true of 7(„F).

Proceeding to the second of the five integrals, we find that

/»   =—K~     |P„+l(x)|    I ——- \dt+  \Pn(x)\    I —-T-\dt\
*     L «/-i+t/21 x     1 1 J_i+eß|   x— t   1    j

=     2     L  n J-i+tn x - t J n    Jlh m

_        <»s±1jC*-*!*w+*.o-
* Since

and

Jül|P-(*)|efaS^/2/|1[P.(x)Píto,

by Schwarz's inequality.
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This remains inferior to a constant multiple of log n. Similar reasoning

applies to InV).

There remains only the third of the integrals. To handle this, we abandon

the formula (1) and write Kn (x,t) at length,

\Kn(x,t)

In any one term of this sum of absolute values, | Pm (x) \ ^ H / Vm, and,

for values of t in the interval of integration, |Pm(i)| ^ H / Vm, and so the

terms individually remain inferior to a suitably chosen constant.* The sum

of the n 4~ 1 terms does not exceed a constant multiple of n. Therefore the

integral of the sum, over an interval of length 2 / n, remains inferior to a

constant.

Putting these results together, we see that it is in fact true that

In (x) = 0 (log n), uniformly in the interval (— 1 4~ «, 1 — «)-t This

result, combined with Theorem V of my thesis, as has been indicated above,

establishes Theorem I of the present paper.

Another proposition demonstrated in my thesisX is that if / (a-) is a function

possessing a (A; — 1 )th derivative /(*-1) (x) which satisfies a Lipschitz

condition,

\fk-x) (x2)-fk-x)(xi)\ ^ XI ar2 — an I,

in some interval, X being a constant, then / ( x ) may be approximately re-

presented in that interval by a polynomial of the nth degree or lower, for all

values of n, with a maximum error not exceeding a constant multiple of

11 nk. This may be combined with the relation I„ (x) = 0 (log n) to

establish the correctness of the following statement, which applies to any

point, or uniformly to any closed interval, interior to ( — 1, 1 ) :

Theorem II. /// (x) is a function possessing a (k — \)th derivative which

satisfies a Lipschitz condition throughout the closed interval ( — 1, 1 ), then,

for this function f ( x ),

k.wi-c(^).

A precisely analogous result for the case of Fourier's series§ may be de-

* This last statement is of course true also of the term JPo ( x ) Po ( t ), to which the pre-

vious reasoning, with the asymptotic formula, does not apply.

t The formal work above is a modification of that of Haar in the article cited; but he does

not have occasion to obtain the relation In ( x ) = 0 ( log n ).

t Thesis, Satz II, p. 23.
i For the case fc = 1, this theorem is to be found in the article referred to as Lebesgue II,

pp. 199-201 of the volume, 16-18 of the article, as a part of the analogon of Theorem I above;

a result closely parallel to, but neither including nor included in, that for the case fc = 2 of

t2^1 Pm (x) Pm (t) S2Z
2m 4- 1

Pm(x)Pm(t)
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duced immediately from Satz VII (page 46) and Hilfssatz II (page 49) of my

thesis.

II.

The following theorem is in a way complementary to the first; it shows that

our first theorem proves as much as can be proved without making other

hypotheses than those we have employed. Let w (5), f (x), rn (x) have

the meaning given them at the beginning of I.

Theorem III. There exists a function f (x) which satisfies the condition

that

\f(x2)-f(x1)\ Su(S)

whenever xi and x2 are any two points of the closed interval ( — 1, 1 ) such that

| xz — Xi | ^ 5,

while there is an interior point of the interval at which*

rn (x) + o ( w (1 / n) log n).

For co ( 5 ) = 1/1 log ô | this reduces to the

Corollary. There exists a function f (x) for which co (5) log 5 remains

finite as 5 approaches zero,\ while the expansion of f (x) according to Legendre's

polynomials diverges at an inner point of the interval ( — 1, 1 ).

(It can not, however, diverge to infinity, by virtue of Theorem I.)

We are to construct a function f (x), satisfying the condition stated in

the theorem, for which we can show that for an interior point of the interval

(—1,1), and for infinitely many values of the integral index n, rn ( x ) is in

absolute value greater than co ( 1 / n ) log n multiplied by a constant inde-

pendent of n. We may confine our attention entirely to one point x, and we

may leave out of consideration as many values of n as we please, finite or

infinite in number, provided only that we still have infinitely many values

left. Let us restrict ourselves to the point x = 0, and to values of n which

are odd and of the form 4n' 4- 3. A number of other conditions will succes-

sively be imposed on n, but they will all be satisfied by choosing n sufficiently

large, and so will be consistent with each other and with the one already in-

troduced.

the present theorem is stated in an article by Weyl, Rendiconti del Circolo Mate-

mático di Palermo, vol. 32 (1911), pp. 118-131; p. 128, footnote. See also the
author's article On approximation, etc., referred to in a previous footnote.

* Cf. Lebesgue II, pp. 202-206 of the volume, 19-23 of the article.
t Of course / ( x ) will then be continuous.
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For any function f (x), keeping the notation previously used,

n /»l

Z amPm(x) =      f(t)Kn(x, t)dt.
m=0 J-l

Since Pn (0) = 0 when n is odd, we see from (1) that, for re odd,

Kn(0,t) = -n^Pn+i(0)^1;

accordingly

(3) ¿amPm(0) = -r^Pn+i(0)  CHt)P.n{t)dt.
m=0 ¿ J-l I

Let us set
x = cos 0,        x _ 0 ^ 0,

as was done before in formula (2), and let a be a constant, which will surely

exist, such that |p„ ( 0) \ Ú g for all values of re and for £ x ^ 6Í f x.

Since we suppose re 4- 1 divisible by 4, it follows that \ ( n + 1 ) * is a

multiple of 2t, and

cos [(» + |)»-î]-eo.[(» + J)#-î-(.+ l)f]

= cos[(»+|)(^-f)-f]

= sin(«4-|)(ö-|),

or, in terms of a new angle

0      it x x
* = 2_4'        4=*=      4'

cos [(re4¿)o-^]=sin(2re41)c*.

Let /3 be a number satisfying the inequalities — \ < ß < 0; j3 may be

any such number, but when once chosen is to be held fast. If x = ß, then

0 = cos-1 ß lies between § x and | x, and ^ = \ cos-1 /3 — j x lies between

x / 12 and 0.    Let this value of <p be denoted by a.

Let re be so large that 3x / (2ra 4 1 ) úa> an¿ Ie* P be the largest integer

for which px / (2re 4 1 ) ^ <*, accordingly p ~¿. 3. By making n sufficiently

large, and hence a/n_|p„(0)|/n sufficiently small, we can make the roots

of Pn(x) in the interval fx^0^cx, — \ V% úx ú% V?,, correspond

so closely to roots of sin ( 2re 4 1 ) <P that P„ ( x ) vanishes for a value of <p,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 20
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say (p = a, which is nearer to tt / (2n-\- 1) than to any other root of

sin ( 2n -f- 1 ) <p, and for a value <p = r nearer to (p4- 1) it I (2n-\- 1) than

to any other root of sin ( 2n -f- 1 ) <p, and similarly for each of the intervening

roots of sin ( 2n 4- 1 ) <p. Let the values of x corresponding to <r and r be

denoted by y and 5 respectively. The latter numbers will surely be interior

to the interval ( — \, 0 ), for large values of n, and we will assume n taken so

large that this is the case. Furthermore, \ t / (2ra + 1) < c < 2x / ( 2n4~ 1 ),

and r > p7T / (2n -f- 1 ) > <r.

We are now ready to define an auxiliary function x» ( x, ß ), analogous to

the function Xn (x, a) defined on p. 58 of my thesis, following the example of

Lebesgue.   Let

Xn(x,ß) = 0, -l^x^ô;

Xn(x,ß) = —=P„(x), ô<Lx^y;
Vn

Xn(x,ß) = 0, ygx^í-

This is surely a continuous function of x.    The formula

(a;2 — l)-j-Pn (x) = na:P„ (x) — nP„_i (x),

together with the fact that, for the values of x that come into consideration,

Pn (x) never surpasses a constant multiple of 1 / Vn, shows that x™ (x, ß)

satisfies a Lipschitz condition with respect to x,

(4) | Xn(x2,ß) - x»(zi,|8)|  ^A.\Xi~ Xi\,

where, as long as ß lies in the interval (— $, 1 ), A is a constant independent

of n and ß as well as of a-i and x2.

If we denote now by am the coefficient of Pm(x) in the expansion of

Xn ( x, ß ), and by r„ ( x ) the corresponding remainder

2^,OmPm (X)  —   Xn ( X,   ß)
m=0

(the index of r„ is intentionally set equal to that of x»), then we have by

(3), noticing that x« (0, ß) = 0,

|r„(0)| =
n+lPn+i(0)  r\Pn(t)fdti(Q) r

'n     X2 Vn     Jt t

Now let / = cos 6, <p = % 6 — \ tr, the determination of 6 and <p being rendered
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unique as before by the conventions x^02iO,|x^<p^ — |x.

[Si„'<2«+1)„ + ^],

where p„, like p„, is a function which remains finite for all values of n and 0

in question.

t = cos 0 = cos   ~ 4 2<p \ — — sin 2<p,       dt = — sin Odd = — 2 sin dd<f>.

r[Pn(t)]2,f r      2 sin'(2n+l)»       .
I-dt = —   I   -:—- • -:—ñ-• 2 sin 6d>p

Js t Ja rex sin 0 sin 2<p

-I 2 Pn(0) 1 _    .     ̂  .
-:—- •-• -—¡r- • 2 sin0d<z>.
nx sin 0       re        sin 2ts

To form an idea of the magnitude of the latter integral, let us take into account

that in the integrand, <p ̂  a ,2<p ^.2a> x / ( 2ra 4 1), from which it follows

that the greatest value attained by 1 / sin 2<p within the limits of integration

is in order of magnitude 0 ( n ). As sin 0 cancels from numerator and de-

nominator, we see that

r_2     ä^    1 m
j„ rex sin 0       n       sin 2<p \n)

and

r£±mdt„-±r¿*(2n+i)r     n\
Js t «ij, sin 2<p \n/

Consider now the integral

/,Tsin2(2n4D^i

J, sin 2c9

Since within the limits of integration 0 < <p < x / 12, the integrand is always

positive; furthermore sin 2<p = 2 sin <p cos to < 2 sin <p; and a < 2x / (2re+l ),

t > px / ( 2n 4 1 ) •    Hence

r sin2 (2re4 1 ) v , (""'"■2n+vsin2 (2n+l)Vj
I-:—~-dip >   I --.—~-dip

J„ sin 2<p J^Kzn+i) sin 2<p

pW(2»+i)sm2(2TC4- 1)«
2   I -:-d<p.

•/2»/(2n+l) Sin <p

/i*/o»+n

>
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The last integral is shown on p. 60 of my thesis to be greater than

| [log (p + D - log 3] = | log (p + 1) [l - kg^p+i)]-

From the way in which p was chosen,

(P+    I)* ,       , 2a, ,       IN
J2n-+{->a>       V+l>-(n+\),

and if n is sufficiently large,

also

2a
log(p4- 1) > log —4- log(tt + ¿) > èlogn,

l°g 3 i

" log(p+l) > 2 •

These inequalities being satisfied, we have

ITsin2(2n4- \)Vj 1
—:—-dip > Y6 log n.

sin 2<p 48   6

In the expression for | r„ ( 0 ) |, Pn+i ( 0 ) is this only factor for the mag-

nitude of which a lower limit has not been ascertained. Remembering that

we have assumed n to be of the form in' 4" 3, we readily find from the asymp-

totic expression for P„ (x) that

p   ff>,      I     2     r     Pn+i(W2)i

which for sufficiently large values of n is greater than a constant positive

multiple of 1 / Vn. Putting the various factors together, we see finally that

there exists a positive constant I, independent of n (and also of a), such

that from a certain point on*

(5) |r.(0)|>i^.

For any one function Xn (x, ß), however, this inequality has been established

only for the particular value of n for which the function was formed.

One further observation concerning the functions Xn (x, ß) will be of im-

portance. It is clear from the definition of the functions and the asymptotic

expression for Pn (x) that there exists a constant M such that for all values

of n, ß, and x, satisfying the conditions that we have imposed,

2n+ 1     ,
—¿— Xn(X,   ß)  <  M.

* The point at which this inequality begins to be true may to be sure depend on a, but that

is immaterial.
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Still following the procedure of Lebesgue, we go on to define a single func-

tion/ (x) which satisfies a relation analogous to (5) for infinitely many values

of n.

Let ßi be a number satisfying the inequalities that have been imposed on ß.

Let ni be a value of n so large that a function x»i (x, ßi) can be defined and

the subsequent work carried through as above. For a reason which will

appear later, we shall also assume explicitly that ni is chosen so large that

g I ni < 1/10, where g, as before, denotes a constant not less than the greatest

value of | pn ( d ) | in the interval } w ^ 0 ^ £ v. From now on the number

ni so chosen shall be held fast. Let ß2 be a number, still negative, but greater

than the upper limit of the interval of values of x in which x», ( x, ßi ) takes

on values different from zero. Let n2 be a value of n greater than ni, and so

large

(a) that the function Xn, ( x, ß2 ) may be defined and used as above ;

(6) that the interval in which x*2 (x, ß2) takes on values different from

zero does not trespass upon the corresponding interval for Xn, (x, ßi);

(c) that the error of the partial sum, to terms of degree ni, of the expansion

in series of Legendre's polynomials of a function which nowhere exceeds

Afeo [2ir j (2n2 4- 1 ) ] in absolute value can not be greater numerically at

any point than

I    2ni 4- 1.      /     2x     \    logni

4*      2-K      'w\2ni4-l/      rn    '

The constants M and / have already been defined. It is readily seen that the

last requirement can be fulfilled, as well as the others, since nx is fixed and

co [2x / (2n2 4~ 1) ] approaches zero as n2 becomes infinite. Then let ß3

and n3 be similarly chosen with respect to ß2 and n2, and the corresponding

function x»8 (x, ßs) constructed, and so on.

If vi, v2, «3, • • • are constants, each of which is equal to 0 or 1, the series

,,   %       1   ^,    2n¡ 4- 1    /     2tt    \       ,

where A is the constant of the relation (4), converges for all values of x in the

interval — \ úx'úl, and the function/ (x) so defined is continuous through-

out the interval. This appears at once from the structure of the series, without

the application of any general theorems, since at any one point not more than

one term of the series is different from zero.

If i is any positive integer, we may break up / ( x ) into three parts : first,

the sum of the first i — 1 terms of the series; second, the ith term; and third,

the sum of the terms from the (i -\- 1 )th on. Suppose these three parts, which

are of course continuous functions, expanded in serie, of Legendre's poly-
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nomials to terms of degree n,, and let the remainders in these expansions at

the point x = 0 be denoted by jRi , P2, R3, respectively. In order to make

our function / ( x ) completely determinate, we still have to fix the coefficients

Vi, about which we have said nothing except that each shall be equal to 0

or 1. We will suppose vi = 1, and the others chosen successively so that, for

each value of i,

I     1    2re¿ 4 1       /     2x     \   log m
Ri 4 #2   > 0 - 77 ""(sTFl)2   4A       2x \2m+ l)     m   •

If I Ri I alone satisfies this inequality, we make Vi = 0, and so R2 = 0; if not,

we make u, = 1, and then the inequality is surely satisfied, in consequence of

<5). The third part of / ( x ) nowhere exceeds j(ilf/A)w(2x/( 2re,+i4 1 ) )

in absolute value, and so

/     1     2re¿ 4 1       /     2x    \    log re,_      .1     1     2re¿4 1       /     2x    \
Ä3| = 4"4Â'~^T■ w\2n7+l) Ui

since we have supposed re»+i chosen so large that this conclusion may be drawn.*

Consequentlyt

I     1     2n¡+l       /     2x     \   log m
Ri 4 R2 4 Rz I >

>

i-"(sÄi)4   4A        2x \2n,4 1/      re¿

I

= 16Ax
logn,w(¿).

This inequality, holding for the infinitely many values ni of re, shows that for

the function / ( x ) the reminder rn ( 0 ) is not o(co(l/re) log re ).

It remains to be shown that

(6) |/(x2)-/(xi)|^a>(|x2-xi|),

where Xi, x2, are any two different points of the interval ( — 1, 1 ).

We may distinguish two possibilities as to the position of these points:

both may belong to a single interval throughout which / ( x ) has a single

definition as a constant times one of Legendre's polynomials, or they may not

both belong to such an interval. The former case is the only one that requires

extended consideration.    If we can show that in that case

(7) |/(x2) -f(xi) l^èco ( |x2- xi|),

the inequality (6) will hold in all cases, t

* See (c) above.

t Cf. Thesis, pp. 62-64, 67, 68-69.
J Cf. Thesis, p. 68.
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Let us suppose, then, that a;i and x2 are two points of an interval throughuot

which the equation holds:

,,   .       1     2n+l    /    2i    \     1   _   .   .
S{x) = U--2^ria\2nTl)'VlPn{x)'

where n is some fixed integer, all the other terms of the series for / ( x ) being

identically zero in the interval. As will presently appear, it is easy to show

that (7) holds provided that the, values Xi and x2 are sufficiently close to each

other. But this in itself is not sufficient for our purpose. In the case of trigo-

nometric series* it was possible to find points xi and x2 at which the function

in question takes on the same values as at a;i and x2 respectively, while xi and

x2 are so near together that the relation (7) can be obtained at once. In the

present case it is no longer obvious that we can find such points, for the arches

of the curve y = / ( x ) in the interval under consideration are now not all of

the same height, and a value attained on one arch is not necessarily attained

on every other arch. It is possible to modify the reasoning, however, so that

it is still effective. In the first place, if the difference | x2 — a;i | is not greater

than 2ir / (2n -\- 1), we set Xi = Xi, x2 = x2. In the contrary case, the

argument is as follows: We have supposed n\, and hence each of the other

indices nt, chosen so large that for the values of x with which we are concerned

\pn(0)\l n úg ¡n ^ 1/10, and for these values of x it is always true further-

more that J Ú sin 9 ^ 1.    Consequently the absolute value of the factor

which can be taken out of the expression (2) for P„ ( x ), is never greater than

V2 ( 1 4- 1 / 10 )< 1.6, and is greater than 1 - 1/10 = 0.9, which is more than

half of 1.6, at every maximum or minimum of the cosine. This function (8),

which needs only to be multiplied by a constant in order to be identical with

/ ( a: ) in the interval under consideration, takes on at every point of the interval

where the cosine is equal to + 1 a value greater than half its greatest positive

value, and similarly for negative values. If y is any value of / ( x ) in the

internal,/ ( x ) takes on the value \ y in the smaller interval between a maximum

and an adjacent minimum of the cosine. Such an interval is described while

0 varies through ir/(n-fè.) = 2x/(2n+ 1), and x = cos 0 consequently

varies through not more than the same amount, 2t/ (2n4~ 1)- That is,

returning to the points Xi, xif it is possible to find two values Xi, x2, in an

interval such as has just been described, so that

f(Xl)  =  U(Xi), f(Xi)  =  hf(Xi).

* Cf. Thesis, pp. 67-68.
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In any case, then, there will be points xi,x2, such that the following inequalities

are satisfied:

(9) |/(Í2)-/(xi)| <:*|/(*0-/(*i)l.

do) i*-*»i*ärn'

(11) I X2 — Xi I   ̂  I X2 — Xi I .

The rest of the argument offers nothing new in comparison with the trigo-

nometric case.    We know that

|  Xn (X2,   ß)  -   Xn (Xi,   ß ) |   = A | X% — Xl \ ,

consequently

1/(5«) -f(xi)\ ^i ■   n^     • "i2n+ 1/' I ̂ 2 — Sx | ̂  i co ( | ̂ 2 — Si |),

the last inequality resulting from (10) and the fact that co(5)/Sisa never

increasing function. Applying (9) and (11), and the fact that co (5) never

decreases as 5 increases, we infer hence that

l/(x2) —/(xi) | S 2 " ( I Xi — xi\) ^ eco ( | x2 — Xi|) ;

this completes the proof of Theorem III with its corollary.

Harvard University,

Cambridge, Mass.


